
PrefaeThe workshop 'Singularities in Geometry and Appliations III' was the third in a sequeneof biennial workshops, the �rst being at Valenia, Spain in 20091 and the seond at B�dlewo,Poland, in 20112. The whole sequene is a tribute to the inspirational work of Carmen RomeroFuster, and the fourth term of the sequene is sheduled to take plae in Japan in 2015.The third workshop, held at the International Centre for Mathematial Sienes (ICMS) inEdinburgh, Sotland from 2 to 6 September 2013, attrated 76 partiipants from 19 ountries.The workshop elebrated the 60th birthday of Stanisªaw Janezko and inluded a letureabout his work by Wojieh Domitrz.The plenary letures were as follows:Andrew du Plessis, `Complete transversals revisited'Wolfgang Ebeling, `Variane of the exponents of orbifold Landau-Ginzburg models'Goo Ishikawa, `The D4-triality and singularities of tangent surfaes'Shyuihi Izumiya, `Caustis of world sheets in anti-de Sitter spae'Stanisªaw Janezko, `Cyles in ombinatorial parametrization of tetrahedral hains'Oleg Karpenkov, `Global relations for tori singularities'Wojieh Kuharz, `Strati�ed-algebrai vetor bundles'Anatoly Libgober, `Abelian varieties assoiated with plane urve singularities'David Mond, `Open problems in singularities of mappings from n spae to n+ 1 spae'András Némethi, `Lattie ohomology for superisolated and Newton nondegenerate singula-rities'Juan José Nuño-Ballesteros, `Contat properties of surfaes in 3-spae with orank 1 singu-larities'Patrik Popesu-Pampu, `The self-dual latties of plane branhes'Anna Pratoussevith, `Higher spin bundles on Klein surfaes'Rihard Rimanyi, `Thom polynomials as struture onstants'Viaheslav Sedykh, `On the topology of stable Lagrange mappings with singularities of types
A and D'Sergey Shadrin, `A orrespondene between Hurwitz numbers and moduli of urves'András Szenes, `Thom polynomials and loalization'Farid Tari, `Curves and surfaes in the Minkowski spae'In addition, Donal O'Shea delivered a Publi Leture on the subjet `The Lure of SingularityTheory'.Slides from some of the plenary and other letures are available on the workshop's webpagehttp://www.ims.org.uk/workshop.php?id=285Speial thanks are due to the ICMS for their exellent organization. In partiular we thank theCentre Manager Jane Walker and Helene Frössling who was the Conferene Coordinator atthat time. We also gratefully aknowledge �nanial support for the workshop, from the ICMS(via the Engineering and Physial Sienes Researh Counil), the London Mathematial1Proeedings of the First Workshop on Singularities in Generi Geometry and Appliations, Topology andits Appliations 159, issue 2, 2012.2Proeedings of the Seond Workshop on Singularities in Geometry and Appliations, Journal of Singu-larities Volume 6, 2012. i



Soiety and, for three young researhers, from the UK-based Institute of Mathematis andits Appliations.Fifteen of the speakers have now presented their work in a written form, as researh artile,survey or exposition. We are grateful to the partiipants for their assistane in the refereeingproess and to the editors of the Journal of Singularities for making possible this speial issueontaining some of the tangible outomes of the workshop in Edinburgh.Jean-Paul BrasseletPeter GiblinVitor GoryunovJanuary 2015
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